
  

Clue 1  
Match these labels to their symbols.  

One label is missing its symbol. Count the number of letters in this label. The number of letters is the first 

digit of the security code.  

                                                              
Hint: if the answer was buzzer for example, it has 6 letters and so your first digit would be 6 too. 

 
 Clue 2  
 How many of these circuits would result in a bulb not lighting up?

 

Hint: A circuit needs to be complete for the current to flow around. If there is a break, like an open switch, in the 
circuit (it is incomplete) then the bulb would not light up. Don’t forget it needs a power source. 



 

 

 

Clue 3 

How many of these materials are insulators? 
Copper 

 

Wood

 

Water

 

Iron

 

Cotton

 

Aluminium

 
Rubber

 

Gold 

 

Glass 

 
The number of insulators is the third digit of the security code. 
 

Hint: An insulator does not allow electricity to pass through it. 



  

Clue 4  
Which circuit diagram matches this picture of a lit bulb?      

 

 
The number of the correct circuit diagram is the fourth digit of the security code. 

Hint: make sure it has the same components as the picture and is a complete circuit. Remember cell = 1 and 
battery is 2 or more cells together. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clue 5  
Which of these electrical components would you need to investigate how the amount of 
voltage in a circuit affected the volume of the buzzer? 

 
The number of things you would need is the fifth digit of the security code.  

 
Hint: you will need to change your power source to change the voltage. 

 



  

Clue 6  
Look at these circuits. They all contain a buzzer. In which circuit will the buzzer be the 
loudest? 

 
The number of the circuit in which the buzzer will be the loudest is the sixth digit of the 
security code. 

Hint: the more components, the more resistance in the circuit making the buzzer quieter. 
Adding more volts to a circuit with the same components will make it louder. 

Clue 7 
Fill in the missing word to complete the sentence. 

The steady flow of electrons in a circuit, measured in amperes (amps), is known as the 
_________ . 

The number of letters in the missing word is the seventh digit of the security code. 

Hint: it is what is pushed around the circuit by the voltage. 



 

Clue 9  
Read these statements about electricity. How many of them are true? 

1. There are two main types of electricity, static electricity and current electricity. 
2. Electricity can be measured in units called volts. 
3. Lightning is not an example of natural electricity. 
4. You can create a break in a circuit without creating an incomplete circuit by adding 

a switch. 
5. An ammeter measures how many volts there are in a circuit. 
6. Electricity needs a power source to work. 

The number of true statements is the ninth digit of the security code. Hints underneath: 

1. Static electricity is that feeling that when you touch a person or object you get a ‘shock’. 

2. Which force ‘pushes’ the current around? 

3. Is lightning man made? 

4. A break in a circuit means when electricity cannot go all the way around the circuit and an 
incomplete circuit has components missing. 

5. Ammeter measurements are written as 3A and voltmeter measurements are written as 3V. 

6. How does electricity get to your homes, schools and other places / devices? 

 

Clue 8 
Read the clues about electricity and write the answer with one letter in each box. 

A battery is one or more of these. 

 
A material that allows the flow of electricity. 

 
A circuit that does not work. 

Rearrange the letters in the highlighted boxes to spell the eighth digit of the security code. 

Hint: material that doesn’t allow the flow of electricity is an insulator and a circuit that 
does work is called a complete circuit. 



 

 

You can type your answers into the form. This can be found here and directly on TEAMs: 
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=-
tMev0YxpkCLf8DsI48CEqWGMymXr81OkIyVKFLp5IlUMkdQOUpSSkhSVzhGNzFEQzIxSEI2TFNSUi4u (link will be 
live Monday afternoon) 

 

 

Remember our past Science lessons / work are still in the files section but you can use kiddle.co to help revise 
anything you found tricky. BBC bite size is a good resource to use. 

Clue 10 
Look at these two circuits. Divide the number of volts in circuit A by the number of volts in 
circuit B. 

 
The answer is the tenth digit of the security code. 

Hint: 9V x 3 (circuit A) 1.5V x 3 (circuit B) 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=-tMev0YxpkCLf8DsI48CEqWGMymXr81OkIyVKFLp5IlUMkdQOUpSSkhSVzhGNzFEQzIxSEI2TFNSUi4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=-tMev0YxpkCLf8DsI48CEqWGMymXr81OkIyVKFLp5IlUMkdQOUpSSkhSVzhGNzFEQzIxSEI2TFNSUi4u

